Moisture Meters for Hops

Hops moisture meters are essential tools for producing and storing baled hops. Hop growers rely on Delmhorst hops moisture meters to easily check moisture levels in baled hops, during the drying process, and while in storage. Proper moisture monitoring and control allows growers to offer brewers the highest-quality ingredients they demand. The F-2000/H and G-34 can be used with various electrodes in order to provide optimal moisture checking and assure quality readings for post-drying baled hops inspection.

F-2000/H

The F-2000/H is great for hop producers looking to enhance quality control. The sturdy meter features scales for hops and alfalfa hay, a built-in calibration check, and a clear digital display. It averages up to 100 accumulated readings. Easy controls and adjustable alarm alerts make the F-2000/H a vital tool for hops growers.

G-34

The G-34 lets you easily check moisture levels in baled hops to assure high-quality harvest and safe storage. With a 7%-14% moisture range, built-in calibration check, and easy-to-read analog display, the rugged, reliable G-34 is a favorite among hops growers around the world.
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Electrodes & Accessories

H-4

Electrode handle that attaches to the top of the meter. Used with 830-5 prod for baled hops.

830-5

12" prod for testing standard and high density baled hops (requires H-4 handle).

30-E/C

Used for bales, 9 1/2" insulated pins with 8 1/4" penetration. Eliminates effect of surface moisture.

MCS-44

8% and 10% electrical resistance values allow for accurate readings and calibration.

For 70 years, Delmhorst has been the leading manufacturer of high quality moisture meters and thermo-hygrometers. We offer a wide range of meters for a variety of applications including restoration, IAQ, flooring, woodworking/lumber, construction, agriculture and paper. For further details on our entire line of products, visit us at our website.